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have you followed all the windows activation procedure step by step? it's difficult to uninstall the operating system if you do not know the activation code. if you have lost your activation code, you can easily generate a new one by using the windows activation wizard. furthermore, the license key is a code known by the system. some of the activation code can be
found on the system program. click the start button. the taskbar is on the bottom left corner of your desktop. i suggest that you update the bios to the latest version if possible. if the update is not available you can try the bios restore option on this page. this way you can also try to activate the system and see if it will work. when purchasing a spare part for your

computer you should be aware of the difference between standard and extended capacity hard disk drives. standard capacity hard disks typically have 7200 rpm. whereas, extended capacity hard disks are typically 7200, or higher rpm. using standard capacity hard disks with extended capacity drives will result in severe performance issues. when selecting a disk, it
is important to know your current and future storage requirements. enter the drive, select the size and hit next. take off your hard disk drive and leave it in the tower. after removing the drive, follow the remainder of the steps to activate the disk. insert the new hard disk drive. on the product box, look for the words 'release, volume' that may be 'release, partition',

'release, capacity' or 'release, size'. open the box and follow the instructions. have you followed all the windows activation procedure step by step? it's difficult to uninstall the operating system if you do not know the activation code. if you have lost your activation code, you can easily generate a new one by using the windows activation wizard.
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